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PRESENTING THE COLLECTIONS 

M. /. Vorobyova-Desyatovskaya 

THE S. E. MALOY COLLECTION OF MANUSCRIPTS 
IN THE ST. PETERSBURG BRANCH 

OF THE INSTITUTE OF ORIENTAL STUDIES 

The famous Russian scholar Scrgci Efimovich Malov 
(1880-1957) began his scientific career with two business 
trips to Eastern Turkestan and Western China. The first 
one. aimed to study the languages and life of the Turkish 
tribes. took place in 1909-1911. At that time Malov vis· 
itcd Chuguchak. Urumchi, Turfan. Khara·Khoja. Hami. 
Suzhou. Gansu. His trip continued from April 1909 till 
July 1911. During his second trip (May 1913-August 
1915) Malov explored a larger territory: he visited the Lob· 
Nor region. Aksu. Yarkcnd, Khotan and Kashgar. Among 
the results of his trips was a collection of Oriental manu· 
scripts. bought or found by Malov among ancient ruins. 
These manuscripts were partly handed over to the Asiatic 
Museum. but some of them came to the Museum of An
thropology and Ethnography. in charge of which another 
famous turkologist V. V. Radloff was in 1894-1918. 
Among the manuscripts brought by Malov there were sev
eral Uighur manuscripts. which he had been studying for 
the long time and keeping at home. Three of them he pre
sented to the Manuscript Department of the Institute of 
Oriental Studies as late as 1952 (after they had been pub
lished). eleven more manuscripts were transferred to the 
Manuscript Department from the Archives of the USSR 
Academy of Sciences only after the death of the scholar. 
when his materials were sorted in 1983. The final point in 
the description of the Malov manuscripts was put only by 
1994 when we managed to organize a partial restoration of 
the recently newly obtained documents. 

The review of the Malov collection was delivered by Prof. 
R. E. Emmerick and the present author in their joint paper 
"New manuscripts in the S. E. Malov collection" at the 
International Symposium "Annemarie von Gabain und die 
Perspektivcn der Turfanforschung" (8-13.12.1994). It 
will be published in Proceedings of the Symposium. Since 
the newly found manuscripts in Khotanese were the subject 
of the paper. we thought it relevant to return to this collec
tion presenting its brief survey along with several samples 
of manuscripts in Sanskrit and Tibetan. 

Though the manuscripts brought back to St. Petersburg 
by Malov were in the several languages, only the Turkish 
ones. namely the manuscripts written in Old Uighur. be
came the subject of a special scholarly research. The rest 
were put into boxes and left there for the long time. Only 
one series of Tibetan wooden documents, transferred to the 
Asiatic Museum from the Museum of Anthropology and 
Ethnography in 1925. was preliminary described by 
V. S. Vorobyov-Desyatovsky. These documents are also 
mentioned in our paper in the first issue of the 
"Manuscripta Oricntalia" [I). We intend to publish some 
of them in its future issues. 

For the time being the Malov collection includes 138 
manuscripts and fragments which are kept under the call 
numbers: SI M (Ser India. Malov), SI MA (Ser India. 
Malov. from Archives). TD (Tibetan documents) and 
Dh. (Dunhuang). The current principles of division of the 
Malov manuscripts arc certainly wrong. but they reflect the 
history of the study of the collection. 

I. Manuscripts under call number.~ SIM and SI MA 

a) SI M/1-SI M/7. This group of manuscripts in Old 
Uighur was first listed in 1953-1954 by turkologist 
L. V. Dmitricva. Most of them published and well known 
to scholars. One of the most valuable Uighur manuscripts 
in the world is preserved in this collection under call num
ber SI M/1 - it is the famous manuscript of"Altun Jaruk" 
or "Suvarnabhasa-siitra". copied in the 17th century. the 
most complete one among those we know. In spite of the 
fact of the publication of its text. set up in typed form by 
V. V. Radloff and S. E. Malov in 1913-1917 (2). the 

manuscript continues to attract the attention of scholars. 
because the facsimile of its text is still not published. 

b) SI MNI-SI MN! I - Old Uighur manuscripts. 
transferred from the Archives of Malov in 1983: they were 
listed by M. I. Vorobyova-Desyatovskaya in 1994. 

Thus there are 18 manuscripts in Old Uighur in the 
Malov collection. A more detailed description of them will 
be published in above mentioned paper by R. E. Emmerick 
and M. I. Vorobyova-Desyatovskaya. 
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c) During the last five years the restoration of non
Uighur manuscripts has been carried out. It made the 
Khotancse and Sanskrit manuscripts available for study. 
The Khotancse manuscripts prevail - there are 38 items, 
60 fragments in all: SI M/l(doc.). M/8. M/9 (2 fragments). 
M/10 (2 fragments). M/11.1. M/12. M/13 (15 folios and 
fragments). M/l.t (3 fragments). M/15 (2 fragments). M/20 
(2 fragments). M/22. M/25-M/29. M/30 + M/3.t + M/36 
(I folio). M/31 (2 fragments). M/32. M/33. M/35, M/37. 
M/38 (2 fragments). M/39 (.t fragments). M/40-M/.t5. 
M/47. M/48. M/50-M/53. The facsimiles of ten these 
documents have been already published by R. E. Emmerick 
and the present author in "Corpus lnscriptionum Ira
nicarum". the rest arc included in the third volume of this 
edition [3]. 22 items of manuscripts in Khotanesc contain 
Buddhist texts. among them - the unique fragments of the 
"Suvarnabhasa-siitra" (M/13). In comparison with the al
ready known fragments they enable a further study of the 
problem of the underlying Sanskrit original and greatly 
enlarge the vocabulary of the later Khotanese lan!,'Uagc. 
Fourteen other fragments arc business documents, two of 
these - excerpts from letters of Buddhist monks. It is nec
essary to mention seven fragments of Khotancse business 
documents which remain unrcstored because of their very 
bad condition. Their restoration is labor-consuming, but 
accomplishable task. We arc not sure if these seven frag-

mcnts belong to seven different documents. or if some of 
them can be joint together. 

d) As for the Sanskrit manuscripts they present the 
following eight items: SI M/16-M/I9. M/21. M/23, M/24 
and M/46. in all 12 fragments. More will be said about 
them below. 

c) Malov brought some fragments of Tibetan manu
scripts on paper. written in semicursivc dhu-can, com
monly used in Khotan and Dun-huang. Both po~hi and 
Chinese scrolls are represented. They can be dated to the 
middle of the 8th- I Ith centuries. 12 of them arc not re
stored and even not cleaned. It is possible that some of 
them should be dated to a later period. We can preliminary 
identi(v several scroll fragments as containing the 
"Aparimitayuh-siitra" in its Central Asian variant (4]. One 
fragment (M/49) apparently belongs to a business docu
ment. but it can hardly be sufficiently restored to be legi
ble. Another one is restored and is published below 
(M/11.2). 

In this way we have now 53 call numbers for this part 
of the Malov collection: SI M/1-SI M/53. Meanwhile in 
reality there arc 54 items of manuscript fragments: a mis
take was made when ciphering and the first Khotanese 
business document was marked as SI M/1. the same num
ber was given to the Uighur "Suvarnabhasa-siitra". So we 
had to add the word "doc... to the call number of the 
document. 

2. Tibetan wooden document.~ under call numbers TD 

The Tibetan wooden documents were surveyed by 
V. S. Vorobyov-Dcsyatovsky in I 953-1954. There arc 
57 items in this part of the collection. As it was mentioned 
above. their description can be found in the papers by 

V. S. Vorobyov-Dcsyatovsky and also in the paper by the 
present author in the first issue of the journal. It contains a 
bibliography as well. 

3. The Chinese manuscript.~ (Dh.) 

Chinese manuscripts and fragments of the scrolls were 
brought by Malov to the Asiatic Museum from Turfan in 
1909-1911. They arc very similar to the Dunhuang 
manuscripts. This gave a reason to include them into the 
Chinese Dunhuang manuscript collection. Their exact 
provenance is unknown. These 16 Chinese fragments can 
be dated to the 5th-l Ith centuries. most of them contain 
passages from Buddhist siitras and shastras. The largest of 
them - two fragments under call number Dh. 290. Their 

size is 90 x 28 cm (71 lines) and 17 x 28 cm ( 13 lines). 
Their description is included into the first volume of the 
Catalogue of the St. Pctersburg Chinese collection under 
numbers 3a. 349. 580 ('/). 60 I ('I). 809 ('?). 938-942. 
I 134. 1176.1182.1446. 1526. 153715]. 

Here we arc publishing four Sanskrit fragments of the 
collection and one Tibetan document. All these materials 
arc presented to the readers for the first time. 

SANSKRIT MANUSCRIPTS 

As we have mentioned. eight items of the collection 
contain 12 fragments of manuscripts in Sanskrit. Most of 
these can be on the evidence of their palaeography dated to 
the 5th-9th centuries (61. The texts arc written in a vari
ety of South Turkcstan Brahnu script and belong to diffcr
e~t Buddhist siitras. We can identify four fragments. the 
longest ones. the rest await further research. The fragments 
which we arc transliterating below add to our knowledge of 

two siitras: "Mahaprajliaparamita" and "Saddharmapun<:I 
anka . ._ Two scholars devoted their life to the study of these 
sutras. If E. Conze can be considered the godfather of the 
"Prajliapf1ramita-siitra ... the Japanese scholar Hirofumi 
Toda is certainly the godfather of the ··saddharmapu~<:la
nka-si1tra''. This is why we make a good use of the works 
by these scholars in our publication. 
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Fig. 4 
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"Mah iip raj ii iip iira mi tii -s iitra" 

1. SI M/16.1 (fig. 1, 2) 

A fragment. 24 x 17.5 cm. three edges arc torn off. 
Though the fragment is restored. its text is badly effaced. 
There were nine or more lines on each side. The manu
script is dated to the 8th ccntUl)'. The terminological 
mfltl'kiis of the text prove that it belongs to the 
.. A~\asahasrika-prajfiiipiiramitii-siitra". but its exact identi
fication makes a problem. The terms used in the fragment 
arc discussed in chapters 8 and 9 of the siitra. These arc 

the following: vi§uddhi .. purity". vi§uddhatvti "purity". 
ahhinirvrtti "rebirth". an-ahhinirvJ'tfi ''it docs not repro
duce itself' [7]. Unfortunately. we do not have the 
R. Mitra 's edition of the siitra to make a better identifica
tion. This preliminal)' publication might be useful for 
studying a large number of similar fragments scattered 
over the manuscript depositories of England. Germany. 
France. etc. 

Transliteration 

Recto Verso 

I. {Illegible} I. )x padha x-mntu('I) svabha[ 

2. ]na xxxxx [ 2. ]anutpattir-bhadanta bhagavan x( 

3. )x tta visuddhatvii da xx( 3. (bhagavan anutpattih riipa-[dh]ii[t]au[ 

4. ]p[s]yan-abhisamayadharma-visuddhi xl 4. )putranutpattir-dharma visuddhyah riipa-dh[a][ 

5. ]suddhir-iti. aha anabhinirv!"ltir-bha[ 5. Jx var-dharma-visuddhir-bhagavam nama a[ 

6. ]putra aha kasyanyatta visuddhatvii da[ 6. )bhagavan najanabhidharma vi~u[ 

7. ]syiin-abhinirv!"lter-anabhinirvr xx -r xx[ 7. )x bhiddharma-visuddhi[ 

8. ]nabhinirv!"ltir-dharma-visuddhir-i[t]i r 8. J-ii -i ja x -al 

9. ]anyanna [v]i[s)uddhatviiccharal 9. lxl 

2. SI M/16.2 (fig. 3, 4) 

A fragment. 22 x 18.5 cm. three edges are torn off. 
The fragment is restored. There were nine or more lines on 
each sides. The manuscript can also be dated to the 8th 
century. The text might be identified as containing a pas
sage from the .. A~\asahasrika-prajfiiiparamitii-siitra ... The 
question of its exact place is not yet solved. A number of 
terms. such as tikti.fo-dhtitu .. space clement". viiyu-dhtitu 
.. wind clement". vijiiflna-dhiitu "consciousness clement"'. 
prthivi-dhiitu "earth clement" as well as vidyii-nirodha 
.. stopping of existence (or knowledge)" arc explained in 
chapter 29 of the siitra. The second context where the 

terminological miifJ'kii ··ah-dhtitu-tejo-dhtitu-1•tiyu-dhtitu
iikii.fo-dhtitu-vijiiiina-dhtitu" is mentioned. belongs to the 
.. Kausika-prajfiiipiiramitii-siitra" [8J. This siitra is pre
served in Sanskrit. Chinese and Tibetan. it represents a 
compilation of 21 fragments. It is therefore likely to be 
VC!)" late. E. Conze regards it as "the Tantric phase of the 
prajfiiipf1ramita" literature (9). The text of our fragment is 
not faithful to the Tantric one. Consequently we give the 
transliteration of the fragment. fairly understanding the 
susceptibilities of such a publication and considering it 
only as a prcliminal)' one. to promote further investigation. 

Transliteration 

Recto Ver.HJ 

I. J ... x nyam bi( I. ]x mantikc. tc~i ea x( 

2. Jx bodhisatva sfmyatii vii xxxxt adhvayiirdhl 2. )x vah samudapital 

3. Jtu. vf1yu-dhiitu (f1]kasa-dhiitur-vij1'iiina-dhiitu vi[ 3. Jtcna sa\su piiramil 

4. Jx prthiv1-dhiitu siinyatii ea. yiivad-vijfiiina-dhiil 4. Jrapi bodhisatvii mahiisatvf1h ~al 

5. ]vam hi kosika bodhisatvcna mahiisatvcna x[ 5. ]yitavyiil~ pratisthf1payitavyal.1 tc ea( 

6. I-ii va jarf11naranar-jiirf11narancnaJ 6. Jx h nivcsita. pratisthiipitii. anuttarfun-sJ 

7. )x dcna siinya bodhisatvoJ 7. Jvocat tcniipi kausika mm:mI.1 sadhu ea susmtal 

8. )x ma vidya-nirodha siinyaJ 8. ]-au klcSanya111 yathii xxxx n1pam kausi( 

9. ]x Sea. cvam hi kosi( 9. ) ... (kauJsikal 
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S ad,Jh arm ap u '!- ~lar"fk a-siitra 

I. SI M/16.3 (fig.5,6) 

A fragment. H x 13.5 cm. left and right edges are torn 
off. 7 lines on each side. The fragment is restored. The 
script can be determined as ''Late South Turkestan 
Brahm!"' (see note 6 ). which enables us to date the frag-

ment to the 8th centurv. It contains the text of chapter 3 of 
the "Saddharmapum;lanka-siitra" and completely follows 
the Central Asian version of the siitra represented in the 
N. Th. Petrovsky manuscript, IT. 69b(3)-70a(2) 110). 

Transliteration 

Recto 

I. ]satvarahasyam na samanusmarasi anirvr[ 

2. ]-am piirvikamcaryam pra1_1idhii1_1airi nanii buddhiil 

3. ]m[i]dairi saddharmapu1_1~arikairi dharmaparyiiyairi s[ii][ 

4. lrigrahairi sravakanairi sairiprakii[ 

5. ]gate dhvanya prameye~u[ 

6. Ix evam-eva saddharmairi dhiiral 

7. ]dhisatvacaryairi pal 

Verso 

I. ]x rhalm) samyaksambuddhl 

2. Jrul~a]damyasarathi sasta de[ 

3. ]tiputra bhagavato pal 

4. ]syati. samairi ramaniyiim prii xl 

5. ]rnapuskalatayii samanviigatam pa xxl 

6. lparipiirnairi ea vaidiiryamayam ea tasmiirt[ 

7. ]sutra~\apadikrtam sarvatra[ 

Differences 

recto 2: pranidhanam nana buddha; the Petrovsky manuscript, f.69b(4-5): pranidhanairi na buddha-. 

2. SI M/17 (fig. 7, 8) 

A fragment. 24 x 9,5 cm. the right half of a folio. the 
upper edge is damaged. The same type of script and the 
same date as in the previous case. The text continues that 

of the previous fragment, only seven lines between them 
are missing. It closely corresponds to the text of the 
Petrovsky manuscript, IT. 70b(2)-7la(4). 

Transliteration 

Recto 

I. ]x mahi"1prthiv1 bhavisyati. suvar1_1a xxxx 

2. ]x k~ii bhavisyamti sapta ratnamayas-te ea xxx 

3. ]lah samarpitiih [sa]mapalairikrtiih so 'pi siiradvalti] 

4. ]n-samyaksairibuddhas-tnnyeva yaniinyarabhya dharmam delfal 

5. )tra sa tathiigato na kalpakasade samutpatsyati. 

Verso 

1. [xtrini yaniinyiirabhya dharma defayisyati. mahii 

2. saraldvatlputra sa kalpo bhavisyati. tat-kim manyase saradva 
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Fig. 6 
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Fig. 7 

Fig. 8 
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3. ka)lpo mahiiratnapra[t]iman~ita ityucyate ratniini sii 

4. ]x cyamte. te saradva[ti]putra tasmin-kalpe tatra vira xx lo 

5. ]asaml<hyeyii aparima~iiJ:i acimtya xxxx 

Differences 

recto 5: samutpat,,:vati, the same in the Petrovsky 
manuscript. Editor-in-chief of the text Hirofumi Toda in
serted here ak~ara -nna- : samutpa[nna]tsyati (f. 70b6). 
Our manuscript does not confirm this addition, even if it is 
correct from the grammatical point of view. 

verso 3: ityucyate, with no sign of full stop: cf the 
Petrovsky manuscript, f. 71 a(2): there is the sign of full 
stop. 

verso 1: After dharma ddayi.\yali - the sign of full 
stop. In the Petrovsky manuscript, f. 71a(2)- no sign. 

verso 4: te: this ak~ara is absent in the Petrovsky 
manuscript. f. 71a(2). 

verso 5: aparimiiniiJ:i: cf the Petrovsky manuscript. 
f. 71a(4): aparimiinii. 

A TIBETAN DOCUMENT 

As it was promised in our paper in the first issue of the 
journal, we are publishing here one document of the Malov 
collection, SI M/11.2 (fig. 9). 

A fragment. 13.5 x 9 cm. 9 lines. the back side is 
blank. The text is faded. The script can be determined as 
the Dunhuang type semicursive, it enables to date the 
document to the second part of the 8th century, that is the 
time of Tibetan supremacy in Eastern Turkestan. The 
names of the persons acting in the document contain the 
term Li "the Khotanese". It makes it possible to think that 

the document originated from Khotan. This suggestion is 
further confirmed by the signature, present in the docu
ment: it contains Tibetan ak~aras in book hand dbu-can 
script. placed in the same way like in Khotanese document 
SI Ml 11.1 (see jig. I 0). May be, both documents were 
written in one and the same office. somewhere in Khotan. 

The subject of the document is not clear because of its 
bad condition and the loss of its larger part. We may sug
gest that it is dealing with an adoption or hire of a boy 
named khye'u Li Khar sig. 

Transliteration 

I. // bya ka ka lo 'i dgun sla gsum[ 

2. [khye]'u Ii khar sig // byis bi sa dad gyis[ 

3. x na 'ong ('?) ste mchissa //bi sa dad gyi khyim[ 

4. xx pos byas pa rmas na // khye'u mchis na[ 

5. xxxg bcu gsum gi gla min du yu[ 

6. xx zhal mchu ma mchis par bgyis //[ 

7. xxx bead pa ro langs ('?) na yang myi bstsa [I JI 
8. xxx[su]g rgyas btab pa'i dpang la I Ii 'bu[ 

9. . .. b]tab pa// CHA RJA ste 

Translation 

I. In the third winter month of the crow bird year ... 

2. young boy Li Khar sig//byis Bi sa dad ... 

3. . .. being came is present// the household of Bi sa dad ... 

4. . .. [somebody] made [and] ifhc asks// if the young boy is present. .. 

5. . .. the payment of thirteen ... [must be gi\·cn?] by silk cloth 

6. . .. should not start any lawsuit// ... 

7. . .. is decided [and] if even remains arc reached(?). is not bestowed ... 

8. . .. the private seal of ... as witness is affixed I Li 'Bu ... ·s ... 

9. . .. [private seal] is affixed// CHA RJA stc 
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Fig. JO 
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Commentary 

I. bya ka-ka: lit. "the crow bird", as a dating fonnula is not known elsewhere. Tib. ka-ka "crow"= Skr. kaka of the same meaning. 
Cf Khotanese document SI M/l (doc.): kra-ga salya "in the year of the cock" [11 ]. 

2. [khye]'u Li Khar fig: the ethnic name Li "the Khotanese" is used as his family name; the given name - Khar sig, might be a 
rendering of the Khotanese name Khariisanii (P.2027.9-66) or Kharajsijsi (Or. 11344, 8, recta). 

2. byis bi sa dad: byis = byis-pa "little child, young boy" or a family name, cJ Takeuchi, 39r01' [12]. Bi sa dad as a given name 
otherwise is unknown. 

6. zhal mchu ma mchis par hgyis: a fonnula accepted in Tibetan business documents, cJ Takeuchi, 21A08 [13]. 
7 . ... ro langs na: we could not understand this text. It is unlikely to have Veta.la in such a context. 
8 .... [su]g rgyas btab pa: a fonnula accepted in Tibetan business documents, cJ Takeuchi, 37r07 [14]. 
8. Ii 'bu . .. : the name of a witness, his family name is Li, "the Khotanese", cf line 2. 
9. CHA RJA ste: ak~aras cha and rya are written in a book variant of dim-can script, ste is written in a Khotanese cursive variant of 

the Brahmi script used in Khotanese business documents. CJ document SI M/11.1, signed with ak~aras ku and ja in Tibetan dbu-can 
script, followed by one ak~ara containing a ligature of several letters: no, sha, nga, ha, ma. It can be the signature of an officer, designed 
after the Chinese pattern. The Tibetan document corresponds with this in Khotanese to a degree beyond coincidence. CJ also Takeuchi, 
text 41 [15]. 

Notes 

I. M. I. Vorobyova-Desyatovskaya, "Tibetan manuscripts of the 8th-l Ith centuries AD. in the manuscript collection of the 
St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies", Manuscripta Orientalia, l, 2, (July, 1995), pp. 46-8. 

2. V. V. Radloff, S. E. Malov, Suvan:iaprabhiisa (Sutra "Zolotogo hleska"). Tekst uigurskoi redaktsii (Sutra of the "Golden 
Light". Text of the Uighur Version) - Bibliotheca Buddhica, XVII, 1-2 (St. Petersburg, 1913); 3-4 (Petrograd, 1914); 5-6 
(Petrograd, 1915); 7-8 (Petrograd, 1917); V. Radloff, Suvall)aprabhasa, Bibliotheca Buddhica, XXVII, I, 3 (Leningrad, 1930). 

3. Corpus Inscriptionum Iranicarum. Saka Documents Vil: St. Petersburg collections, eds. Ronald Emmerick and Margarita Vo
rob'eva-Desjatovskaja, vol. I, Facsimiles (London, 1993); vol. 3, Text Volume (London, 1995). 

4. See M. I. Vorobyova-Desyatovskaya, "Tibetan manuscripts of the 8th-l lth centuries AD .... ", p. 47. 
5. Opisanie kitalskikh rukopisel Dun 'huanskogo fonda /nstituta narodov Azii, pod red. L. N. Men 'shikova, (A Description of the 

Chinese Manuscripts from Dunhuang in the Manuscript Collection of the Institute of the Asian Peoples, ed. L. N. Men'shikov), fasc. I 
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